RADFORD UNIVERSITY ARMY ROTC SIZE CHART

Please fill out the information as it applies to you now. This will be put in your permanent record. If over time your sizes change we will swap gear. If you have any questions please refer them to Mike Davis in the supply department. Mr. Davis can be reached at (540)831-5396, or by e-mail at mda183@radford.edu.

ALL SIZES IN SMALL, MEDIUM, LARGE, X-LARGE UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED

NAME: _________________________________
DATE: _________________________________
MS CLASS: ______________________________

ACU:

Coat: __________________________________
Trouser: _______________________________
Shirt: __________________________________
Cap: (by quarter inches) _____________________________
Cold Weather BDU/ACU Coat: __________
Boot: (Women’s sizes run 2 sizes large) _____________________________

PT Gear:

Pants: __________________________________
Jacket: ________________________________
Trunks: ________________________________
T-Shirt: ________________________________

CLASS A’S:

Jacket: ________________________________
Shirt: ________________________________
Pants: ________________________________
Skirt: ________________________________
Dress Shoes: ____________________________
Hat: (in quarter inches) _____________________________